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Abstract— Service Composition is a promising technology for
providing on-demand composed services in dynamic and loosely
coupled peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Because of system dynamics,
such as the peer leaving from the system, end users may perceive
interference from service disruptions. How to minimize the user-
perceived interference and provide Quality of Service guarantees
to the composite services thus becomes important and challenging.
In this paper, we take a novel approach to study the problem of
minimum interference service composition with QoS guarantees.
First, we propose a general analytic framework to model the
interference and its intensity to the end users due to system dynam-
ics. Based on this framework, the minimum interference routing
problem is formulated. Then, we present an optimal solution to
the problem through dynamic programming and investigate some
optimization simplifications in special cases. We further propose
a heuristic measure for fast interference calculation and design
efficient routing algorithms by exploiting the local path recovery
and reliable service paths. Our analysis and extensive simulations
demonstrate that our model and algorithms can achieve much
better performance than the traditional methods in finding service
paths, with respect to decreasing the interference to end users,
especially in the scenarios of stringent QoS requirement, highly
dynamic networks, or the type of impatient users.
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the existing Internet infrastructure and development
of overlay networks and peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, Service
Composition is becoming a crucial technology to enable on-
demand business process provision, web services, multimedia
applications, etc. Quite a few research results have been reported
recently, such as [1], [2], [3], and [4]. The essential of service
composition is the integration of the loosely coupled distributed
services (i.e., service components) into a composite service to
provide a relatively comprehensive function for end users. For
example, a user needs a video on-demand service and wants to
compose the end-to-end service from the service components
(e.g., transcoding, captioning, and translation) in P2P networks.
It means the media content is duplicated and stored at several
sites, and moreover, the media stream has to go through service
components to transcode, caption, and translate the content
before it can be finally viewed. Fig. 1 shows two possible
composite services for the end user, one from node A to the user
and the other from node H to the user. The individual service
components are provided by various nodes in P2P networks.
Some fundamental services, such as service discovery, e.g.,
[5] and [6], are provided by the network infrastructure. The
purpose of service composition is thus to compose the dispersed
services together to serve end users’ requirement. We call
the composed result Service Path. The process of finding an
appropriate service path is called Service Routing.
Since the service components are hosted by loosely coupled
and managed computers, there are two important issues to
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Fig. 1. An example of service composition. Each node holds only one service
component. Different types of nodes represent different service components.
The lines with arrows represents service paths. The node locations in the figure
approximately reflect communication distances between nodes in the network.
address in service composition: the quality of the service path
and the failure recovery in service disruptions.
Quality of the service path refers to the QoS performance
metrics, such as the delay, bandwidth, reliability, etc. Some
service paths may satisfy users’ QoS requirement and some
may not. For example, in Fig. 1, delay of the service path
l2, i.e., (H, I, J,K), may exceed the delay requirement and
the path l1, i.e., (A,D,E, F ) is thus more preferable because
of its small delay. In the literature, Xu et al. [2] find service
paths to optimize the end-to-end resource availability with
controlled system overhead. Choi et al. [7] study the least-cost
service composition problem for additive QoS metrics. In [8]
and [4], multiple QoS criteria are aggregated for service path
selection and optimization. The scalable service composition is
investigated in [3] and [9] for large scale systems, by employing
distributed or hierarchical routing techniques.
Failure recovery is the second critical issue for composed
services. In P2P networks, every peer node can potentially be
a server or a client. Service components are loosely managed
and the composite services more likely fail than in the tra-
ditional client-server architecture where dedicated servers are
maintained. The reasons of service disruption are due to node
leaving (peers exit P2P networks) or node failures. End users
may experience service interference, if some nodes on the
service path exit the system or fail, and the requested service
components become unavailable. Therefore, it is necessary to
decrease the service interference as much as possible. An ef-
fective failure recovery mechanism becomes a crucial factor for
ensuring satisfactory composite services to end users. However,
so far not much research has been done on failure recovery
problems in service composition. Raman et al. [10] present
an architecture for quick service path recovery using service
replicas and tuning the process of failure detection. Their work
mainly focuses on architectural discussion and experimental
evaluations.
In this paper, we take a model-based approach to study
service interference perceived by end users, service routing,
and their relationship. There are two challenges in designing a
2service composition system with minimum service interference.
First, how can we quantitatively characterize the interference (or
the dissatisfaction) to end users? Failure recovery time is a pos-
sible metric. However, it is not flexible enough to model users’
subjective dissatisfaction. Moreover, it is too dynamic and is
determined by many factors such as network conditions, system
load, specific implementation of service composition, etc. We
need a high-level metric to characterize the service interference,
which should be robust and stable, for the purpose of designing
routing protocols and algorithms in service composition.
According to this observation, we will model the interference
in service composition from a new perspective. A new metric
Interference Intensity is proposed to characterize the interfer-
ence experienced by end users in unit time. The measure of
interference is derived from interference functions that can be
flexibly defined according to the relation between the end users’
experience and the level of service disruption, i.e., the number
of substitutions of service components during a service path
recovery. Our new metric closely reflects the impact on the
end users caused by service disruption. It is also robust and
stable in dynamic P2P networks. Moreover, this metric can
be finely tuned to accommodate various types of users (e.g.,
neutral, patient, and impatient users) and specific applications.
The second challenge is how to find appropriate service paths
to minimize the interference. In this paper, we take topology
and reliability information on P2P networks as input, provided
by link-state protocols, and design optimal routing policies to
compute initial service paths and find recoveries if the paths
fail.
In P2P networks, different service paths may have different
impacts on end users in terms of service interference. There
are two major reasons. (1) Different nodes may have different
levels of reliability. For instance, some nodes may stay in P2P
networks for a long time; other nodes may join and leave
more frequently. Intuitively, the service path consisting of more
reliable nodes presents less interference to users. For example,
if nodes A, D, E, and F are more reliable than other nodes in
Fig. 1, the path l1 is preferred over l2. (2) If a service path has
to satisfy certain QoS requirements, such as delay or bandwidth,
not all paths in P2P networks can be used by end users. Thus,
some failed service paths can be easily repaired, while some
paths may incur larger overhead in recovery. Suppose the delay
of service paths is required to be less than d. In Fig. 1, if all
nodes have the same reliability and both paths satisfy the delay
requirement, the path l1 is still better than the path l2. This is
because any single-node failure in l1 can be repaired with only
one service component substitution. For instance, if E fails, E
can be substituted by B, which provides the same service as E,
and other nodes on the path do not change. The delay of the
new path just increases a little and can still satisfy the delay
requirement. However, if J fails in the path l2, it can not be
simply substituted by E or B, because the delay of the resulted
path exceeds the delay requirement d. In this case, multiple
node substitution has to be involved in repairing the failure of
J .
We call a failure recovery local recovery, if it involves only
one node substitution, for example, the recovery of E in l1.
On the other hand, if multiple node substitutions have to be
involved, we call it global recovery, for example, the recovery
of J in l2. A local recovery can be completed quickly. A service
path that can be recovered locally is preferred over a path
requiring global recovery.
We systematically study the routing and recovery problems in
service composition to minimize interference to end users and,
at the same time, guarantee the required QoS of the composed
service. To our knowledge, this is the first paper in the literature
that formally studies the service interference model and applies
it to service routing. We will present an optimal solution for this
problem and discuss some simplified results in certain special
cases.
Moreover, we propose a simplified measure for interference
intensity based on one-step lookahead heuristic that allows
fast computation, and develop efficient routing and recovery
algorithms. The design intuitions behind our heuristics are
to take advantage of reliable nodes in P2P networks and to
encourage local recovery. We also show that the most reliable
service path in traditional concept is not necessarily the optimal
choice in terms of decreasing the interference to end users. This
observation makes our research different from the conventional
most-reliable path routing, such as [11]. Intensive experiments
confirm that our proposed routing and recovery algorithms result
in much less interference to end users than the existing methods,
especially when nodes join and leave the system frequently, the
QoS requirement of the service path is stringent, or end users
tend to be impatient in service disruption.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we define network models and a general framework for service
path management. In Section III, we propose the metrics for
service interference. In Section IV, we define the minimum
interference routing problem and present the optimal solution.
Furthermore, we discuss the efficient heuristic solutions in
Section V. In Section VI, simulation results are presented.
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
We focus on uni-cast service composition in this paper, i.e.,
service components are linked in a sequential order and there
is only one receiver in a service path. The composed service
S is denoted as S = (S1 → S2 → . . . → SK → R), where
R is the receiver, and K is the number of service components
or the number of hops on the service path. Sj stands for the
distributed services of type j, which identify a unique function
needed by the composed service. In the example of Fig. 1,
S1, S2, S3, and S4 are video server, transcoding, captioning,
and translation services, respectively.
A. Service Network Model
In P2P networks, the service Sj may be replicated at multiple
nodes, and we denote Vj as the set of nodes that can provide
service Sj . For instance, V4 = {F,G,K} in Fig. 1. Specially,
VK+1 = R. Service Network is defined as Gs(V,E), where
V =
⋃K+1
j=1 Vj , and E = {(v1, v2)|v1 ∈ Vj , v2 ∈ Vj+1, 1 ≤
j ≤ K}. Different from general P2P networks, where any two
nodes in V can potentially have an overlay link, two nodes in
a service network share an overlay link only if they offer two
services that are adjacent in the composed service S.
3The service path P in service network Gs for the composed
service S is denoted as P = (v1, v2, . . . , vK , R), where vj ∈
Vj . If QoS of service path is not considered, any simple path
in Gs from one of the nodes in V1 to receiver R is a valid
service path. The total number of service paths is
∏K
j=1 |Vj |.
For example, Fig. 2 shows the service network according to the
service composition example in Fig. 1, in which 72 different
service paths exist.
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Fig. 2. An example of service network Gs based on the example in Fig. 1.
In service network, some nodes may be unavailable (i.e.,
failed) to service composition, because some may exit the
system, some may have hardware and software errors, or some
nodes may not be discovered. In the following analysis, we refer
to any type of node unavailability as node failure. We assume
every node fails independently of each other and the lifetime of
each node follows exponential distribution. Moreover, let rv de-
note the failure rate of the node v and v ∈ V . According to this
assumption, the failure rate of service path (v1, v2 . . . , vK , R)
is
∑K
j=1 rvj , if each node only holds one service component.
The path with smaller failure rate is more reliable. In Section
VI-E, we will discuss the scenarios when the lifetime of nodes
is not memoryless.
End users may require some QoS guarantee on the service
path. In this paper, we mainly consider additive QoS met-
ric, such as delay and cost. Other types of metrics include
multiplicative and concave metrics. The multiplicative metrics,
such as reliability, can be transformed into additive metrics
by performing logarithm operation. The concave metrics, such
as available bandwidth, can be easily handled in our network
model and algorithms by deleting the overlay links that do not
satisfy the requirement from service networks. In the following
sections, we will use delay as an example to explain our
framework and algorithms. We denote the computation delay
introduced by node v as dc(v). The network delay introduced
by overlay links between nodes vi and vj as dn(vi, vj)1. Thus,
the service path P = (v1, v2, . . . , vK , R) has delay d(P) =∑K−1
i=1 [dc(vi) + dn(vi, vi+1)] + dc(vK) + dn(vK , R). As the
user requirement, the delay of the service path should be smaller
than a given value d∗.
B. Framework of Minimum Interference Service Composition
We demonstrate the framework of our Minimum Interference
Service Composition (MISC) system and Minimum Interfer-
ence Routing (MIR)2 in Fig. 3. The basic layers include P2P
1If a node providing multiple types of services appears multiple times in a
service network, we have dn(v, v) = 0.
2There is a similar but totally different term in MPLS routing literature,
which is also called minimum interference routing focusing on the interference
between traffic flows. In this paper, we focus on the service interference
perceived by end users in P2P networks.
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Fig. 3. Framework of Minimum Interference Service Composition (MISC).
We focus on Minimum Interference Routing (MIR) layer in this paper.
networks and TCP/IP networks, supporting the fundamental
communication for service networks. The service discovery
layer is in charge of finding peers in P2P networks to provide
the needed service components. For each type of service com-
ponents, a number of replica service nodes from P2P networks
are discovered by service discovery protocols, such as [6] or
controlled flooding. Let Ψ denote the number of replica nodes
that are discovered for each service component (i.e., |Vj | = Ψ).
Though Ψ is not the focus of this paper, we briefly discuss
its impact as follows. A large Ψ means more redundant nodes
available for service composition and it is more likely to find
a service path that satisfies users’ delay requirement even if
some nodes fail. However, a large Ψ leads to high system
overhead in maintaining service networks and routing. On the
other hand, a small Ψ incurs less overhead, but it is possible
that no service path can satisfy users’ QoS requirement and
service composition requests are rejected or are only served
for short period of time. In practice, Ψ is chosen as the trade-
off between the system overhead and the lifetime of composed
services. If some nodes in service network fail, the service
discovery is triggered to keep the number of nodes for each
service component to be Ψ.
In service network Gs, node v measures the network delay
to node w, where v ∈ Vj and w ∈ Vj+1. Network delay
and computation delay information is sent to the receiver or
a proxy of the receiver by link-state protocols to construct the
information about the service network.
The layer of MIR, in charge of finding and repairing service
paths, is the crucial part in designing a low interference service
composition system. There are three major processes involved in
MIR. (1) init(): A service composition request is sent from the
application level to MIR, including the delay requirement d∗;
MIR triggers service discovery to construct a service network
Gs; within Gs, MIR finds a service route, which has delay
smaller than d∗, and uses the nodes off the route as backups;
finally, the result is returned to application level. (2) restore():
if some node in the service path fails, MIR is notified and the
service path is repaired by using currently available backup
nodes in the service network. In the framework, we do not
explicitly keep a backup service path, because backup paths
could fail even before the active path. Instead, we maintain the
service network Gs that contains replica nodes for each service
component, and repair failed service paths with the replica
nodes on the fly. (3) adjust(): on backup node changes (existing
nodes fail or new nodes are discovered), MIR is triggered to
update the service network Gs and decide if the current service
path needs to be adjusted accordingly.
The optimization objective of MIR is to minimize interfer-
4TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTATIONS
K The number of service components in a service path.
Vj The set of nodes for service component j, 1 ≤ j ≤ K.
Gs(V,E) Service network with node set V and edge set E.
V =
⋃K
j=1 Vj and E = {(v1, v2)|v1 ∈ Vj , v2 ∈ Vj+1}.
P Service path. P = (v1, v2, . . . , vK , R), where vj ∈ Vj .
Ψ The number of replica nodes for a service component.
dc(v) Computation delay incurred at node v. v ∈ V
dn(vi, vj) Network delay from node vi to node vj . vi, vj ∈ V
d∗ Delay constraint of a service path.
P(Gs) Set of service paths satisfying delay constraint d∗ in Gs.
rv Failure rate of node v, v ∈ V .
ns Number of node substitutions in a service path recovery.
nc(P,P ′) Number of node substitutions from service path P to P ′.
nr(Gs, v,P) Number of node substitutions for repairing v in P of Gs.
i(·) Interference function of end users.
I Summation of interference to end users during service.
I˜ Interference Intensity to end users during service.
J(Gs,P) Minimum E(I) with P as the initial service path in Gs.
p1(v) Probability that v fails firstly in service network.
ω Node failure and discovery sequence in service network.
π,Π Control policy and the set of control policies in MIR.
π∗i , π
∗
r , π
∗
a Optimal control policies for init, restore, adjust in MIR.
ence to end users. This objective is achieved by designing
appropriate routing control policies in the above three processes.
For convenience, we denote Πi, Πr and Πa as the set of
policies for init(), restore() and adjust(), respectively, and
Π = Πi×Πr×Πa. The optimal policies for achieving minimum
interference are π∗ = {π∗i , π∗r , π∗a}.
In this paper, we only focus on how to model service interfer-
ence perceived by end users and how to find and repair service
paths in a given service network with delay and reliability
information available. In the MIR layer, there are other auxiliary
modules, such as service paths deploying (path signaling) and
monitoring, which are out of scope for this paper. Furthermore,
for simplicity, we only discuss the case that each node holds one
service component, based on which multiple-component case
can be extended. We will give brief discussion accordingly.
Table I summaries the notations frequently used in this paper.
III. MODELING SERVICE INTERFERENCE
To measure the interference to end users is challenging.
The interference is about users’ dissatisfaction on the com-
posed service. The time percentage of service disruption is
one possible measure. However, system failure recovery time
is difficult to calculate and it is influenced by many dynamic
factors such as system load, network traffic, etc., as well as
specific implementations of service composition system. For the
purpose of routing design, this type of metrics is too low-level
and not robust. Moreover, interference perceived by end users
is a subjective measure. The traditional metrics are not flexible
enough to accommodate different types of users. For example,
some users tend to be more patient to service disruption, while
some may be impatient. Thus, we define service Interference
and Interference Intensity based on the frequency of node
substitutions in service path recoveries to model the users’
dissatisfaction. Notice that the purpose of this metric is not
to provide an absolute measure of users’ dissatisfaction, but to
give a relative value to differentiate the performance of different
routing and recovery policies in service composition.
A. Interference Functions
In a service recovery process, the recovery overhead due
to a component failure is reflected by the number of service
components that has to be substituted in order to repair the
service path. Let us denote ns as the number of component
substitutions in a service path recovery. For example, in Fig. 1,
suppose node K fails in the service path l2. If local recovery
is viable and node K is substituted by node F , ns equals
one. On the other hand, if global recovery has to be used
and l1 substitutes l2 completely, ns equals four. That is, ns
is the number of different components between the new and
the original service paths. Compared with recovery time, ns is
a robust measure and can also be easily calculated.
Furthermore, we need a flexible way to map ns to the service
interference perceived by end users. Motivated by the widely
applied concept of utility functions in economic theory, we
propose to define Interference Functions for this purpose. We
denote i(ns) as the interference to the end users in a service
path recovery. i(ns) is a scalar function of ns and is positive and
non-decreasing. The specific form of i(ns) is mainly determined
by the mechanism of setting up service paths and human psy-
chology. Three basic types of interference functions are shown
in Fig. 4 as examples. Fig. 4(a) stands for a neutral system in
ns
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Fig. 4. Three basic types of service Interference Functions.
which the interference grows linearly with ns, i.e., i(ns) = bns
for a constant b. In this case, the time delay in setting up a
service path is proportional to the number of substitutions; the
users’ impatience is proportional to the recovery overhead. Fig.
4(b) shows a convex interference function in which the users are
impatient and their dissatisfaction grows faster as time passes;
moreover, the marginal overhead in setting up a longer service
path is larger. Fig. 4(c) stands for concave interference. The
users are patient in this case and their dissatisfaction grows
slower. With respect to setting up a service path, the marginal
overhead decreases due to batch processing.
Interference function i(ns) can be customized for a specific
type of users at run time in MIR, such as the neutral users.
In order to address the problem in a broader sense, we do not
focus on the detail of constructing i(ns) in this paper, but try to
optimize the service routing and recovery when an interference
5function is given. In addition, when some consecutive service
components in the service path are provided by a single node, a
part of the recovery overhead incurred by network delay may be
avoided. In this case, we can discount the number of substituted
components to address this effect.
B. Interference I and Interference Intensity I˜
From the beginning of a composed service to the end, the
service path may be recovered multiple times. In the kth
recovery, the number of component substitution is ns(k) and
the interference is measured as i(ns(k)). The summation of
interferences from all recoveries is denoted as I, and I =∑M
k=1 i(ns(k)), M is the last recovery before no service path
exists or the end user leaves the system. Interference intensity
I˜ is defined as the interference in unit time, i.e.,
I˜ =
∑M
k=1 i(ns(k))∑M
k=1 T (k)
, (1)
where T (k) is the time distance between (k−1)th recovery and
kth recovery. The unit of interference intensity I˜ is sec−1.
Interference I and its intensity I˜ are determined by two
major factors. The first factor includes routing polices for setting
up and repairing service paths, which is the key part of our
minimum interference routing. Let π denote a routing policy
and π ∈ Π. The second one is the dynamic of node joining
and leaving the service network, i.e., the failure and discovery
sequence of nodes, which is the factor we can not control. We
denote a sequence of node failure and discovery as ω and the
set of all ω’s as Ω. For example, in a service network, if A
fails, then B fails, and finally C is discovered, we represent
this sequence as ω = [A−B−C+].
In order to evaluate the performance of a control policy π, we
need to average I and I˜ over all sequences in Ω. The averaged
I and I˜ for policy π are defined as3
E[I]π = Eω [I(π, ω)] =
∑
ω∈Ω
(
pω
M∑
k=1
i(ns(k))
)
and (2)
E[I˜]π = Eω
[
I˜(π, ω)
]
=
∑
ω∈Ω
(
pω
∑M
k=1 i(ns(k))∑M
k=1 E[T (k)]
)
, (3)
where pω is the probability measure of the sequence ω. In
Equations 2 and 3, M , ns(k) and T (k) are also the functions
of ω and π, which is not shown in the Equation for concise
presentation. Given ω and π, we can easily compute the number
of service component substitutions ns(k) and the average time
between recoveries E[T (k)]. We will use the following example
to show the details of calculation.
Example: In Fig. 5(a), every node (except the receiver) has
the same failure rate r. There are two types of components (V1
and V2) and two nodes exist for each type. All four service
paths in the service network satisfy the delay requirement. Due
to the symmetric topology, it does not matter which path is
used to start the service, and suppose that the initial service
path is (A,B,R). We assume that once a node fails, it will not
3An alternate definition of E
[
I˜
]
π
is
∑
ω
∑
k i(ns(k,ω,π))∑
k T (k,ω,π)
pω . However, the
summation in this definition is not converge when T approaches zero. Thus,
we use the average time in the definition instead.
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Fig. 5. Examples of service composition networks.
be brought back into the system. If the failed node is on the
service path, it is substituted by the other node of the same type
if available. Thus, the composed service can be maintained until
either V1 or V2 becomes empty. Suppose tj denotes the lifetime
of node j. The expected lifetime of the composed service T in
Fig. 5(a) is
E [T ] = E [min (max (tA, tC) ,max (tB , tD))] = 1112r .
There are 4! different node failure sequences in the service
network of Fig. 5(a). Due to the symmetry, each of sequences
happens with probability 1/4!. We group these sequences into
three categories. (1) The service path is repaired twice. For
example, if ω = [A−B−C−D−], the service path changes from
the initial (A,B,R) to (C,B,R), and then to (C,D,R). The
service stops when the third node fails. There are 12 sequences
that belong to this category. (2) The service path is repaired
once, such as ω = [A−C−B−D−]. When the second node
fails, the service stops. 8 sequences are in this category. (3)
The service path is not repaired, such as ω = [C−D−A−B−].
The service stops when the third node fails. Four sequences are
in this category. Therefore,
E [I] = 1
4!
(12× 2i(1) + 8i(1) + 0) = 4
3
i(1), and (4)
E
[
I˜
]
=
1
4!
(
12
2i(1)
T3
+ 8
i(1)
T2
+ 0
)
=
136r
91
i(1). (5)
where T2 and T3 stand for the average time from the beginning
to the failure of the second and third nodes, respectively, in a
given sequence4. As an example, suppose the interfere function
to the end users is i(1) = 1 in Fig. 5(a), i.e., the users
experience 1 unit of dissatisfaction if the service path fails and it
is repaired by using one node substitution. Thus, in the service
network we just studied, they are subject to about 1.49r unit
of dissatisfaction per second in the whole process of service
composition, and 1.49r components are substituted in unit time.
Please notice that it is easy to compute the interference
if the sequence ω of node failure and discovery is known.
However, in order to evaluate the performance of a routing
control policy over all the possible sequences, the computation
cost is intractable, due to the exponential number of sequences
to be considered. In practice, we have to use approximation
4Specifically, T2 is computed based on the joint distribution of the lifetime
of the four nodes in a given failure sequence
T2 =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
t1
∫ ∞
t2
∫ ∞
t3
t2·24r4e−r(t1+t2+t3+t4) dt4dt3dt2dt1 = 7
12r
.
Similarly, T3 can be computed and T3 = 1312r
6methods to compute the average interference and its intensity
for a control policy, such as Monte Carlo method. For practical
routing policies in MIR, a fast evaluation method becomes even
more important. In Section V, we will present a simplified
measure for this purpose.
IV. OPTIMAL MINIMUM INTERFERENCE ROUTING
In this section, we will describe the Minimum Interference
Routing (MIR) problem and present a solution based on dy-
namic programming to minimize the service interference.
A. Routing Problem Description and Intuitions
In service network Gs, nodes join and leave as time passes.
The delay of the composite service path P is required to be
smaller than d∗. The composite service is maintained as long
as a service path satisfying the delay requirement d∗ exists5.
From the service composition framework shown in Fig. 3,
we can see that the quality of applications is influenced by
the underling layers: MIR, service discover, P2P networks
and TCP/IP networks. Generally speaking, we have no control
over processes of node joining and leaving. The result of
service discovery also varies depending on different system
implementations, which is out of scope for this paper.
Our focus is to decrease interference to end users by de-
signing appropriate routing and recovery policies in MIR.
Specifically, the Minimum Interference Routing Problem is to
find optimal policy π∗ = {π∗i , π∗r , π∗a} for processes init(),
restore() and adjust(), such that the average interference
E[I]π (see Equation 2) during the service period is minimized.
Note that MIR does not influence the lifetime of a composite
service. The composite service is kept as long as there is a
path satisfying the delay requirement. Thus, the lifetime of
the composite service is determined by the node joining and
leaving processes and service discovery. Since the lifetime is
the same whatever routing policies are used, minimizing the
average summation of interference E[I]π is approximately the
same as minimizing the interference intensity E[I˜]π .
There are two important intuitions behind designing MIR
algorithms. First, we can take advantage of reliable nodes to
compose service paths. For instance, in the example of Fig. 5(a),
the interference intensity decreases linearly with node failure
rate according to Equation 5. This shows that more reliable
paths (with less failure rates) may result in less interference
intensity and are thus more preferable. The second intuition is
to favor service paths that can be recovered locally. The local
recovery leads to the fewer number of node substitutions than
the global recovery, which means the interference to users is
lower.
These two intuitions do not always agree with each other. In
some cases, a trade-off has to be made between the two. We
will show this fact in the following example.
Example: In the service network shown in Fig. 5(b), let us
compare the performance of different service paths. Suppose the
communication delay from {G,H, I} to the other part of the
network is larger than the delay requirement d∗, and the related
links are removed from the figure for clarity. All paths shown
5We assume that end users use the composite service for very long time.
in the figure satisfy the delay requirement. The recovery policy
(Πr) is to try local recovery first, then try global recovery, and
if no path is available, the composite service terminates. The
failure rate of node G, H and I is r1. All other nodes have
failure rate r0 and r0 = 0.01. Once a node fails, it will not be
brought back to the system.
There are two options in Πi policy for choosing an initial
service path6: P1 = (A,B,C,R) and P2 = (G,H, I,R). By
enumerating all 9! node failure sequences7 and following the
same approach as the example in Fig. 5(a), we can calculate the
interference intensity when P1 or P2 are chosen as the initial
service path, respectively. The results, with respect to different
values of r1, are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Interference intensity of the composite service in Fig. 5(b) using P1
or P2 as the initial service path. i(ns) = ns. r1 is the failure rate of nodes
G, H and I; r0 is the failure rate of other nodes and r0 = 0.01.
The balance between preferring reliable path and local re-
covery is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6. In the service network
(Fig. 5(b)), when r1 is smaller than 0.01, path P2 (G,H, I,R)
is more reliable but it can not be repaired locally; path P1
(A,B,C,R) has higher failure rate but it can be locally
repaired. According to the results in Fig. 6, when r1 is much
smaller than r0, the reliability of service path is the major
factor in MIR. Using path P2 as the initial path incurs lower
interference intensity than using P1 and thus P2 is preferred. On
the other hand, if r1 is close to r0, local recovery dominates
reliability factor, and thus P1 is better than P2. At a middle
point where r1 is around 0.005, two paths are about the same.
This example also demonstrates that the most reliable service
path does not necessarily result in minimum interference. For
example, when r1 = 0.006, path P2 is more reliable than
the path P1, but P2 still leads to larger interference intensity.
Therefore, we should consider the reliability and local recovery
jointly in MIR algorithms.
B. Optimal MIR Algorithms
We only use the current information of service networks to
make routing decisions. The future information, such as the
coming events of node discovery or node leaving, is unavailable
and is thus not considered in service routing.
As an important observation, in the MIR problem, an optimal
policy π∗ for the service composition beginning at time t is also
the optimal policy for the same service composition beginning at
6Other paths are identical to P1 due to the topology symmetry in Fig. 5(b).
7The probability of each failure sequence is given by Lemma 1.
7time t+∆t, where ∆t ≥ 0. Otherwise, we can use the policy of
the later case (the tail problem) that begins at t+∆t to improve
the optimal policy of the former case that begins at t. That is,
the optimal solution is also optimal in the tail problem. Based on
this observation, we have the following optimal solution derived
from dynamic programming for the MIR problem.
We denote J(Gs,P) as the minimum average interference
minπ E[I]π in service network Gs, given that P is the initial
service path and no new nodes are further added into Gs.
Moreover, let P(Gs) denote the set of all routes that satisfy
the delay requirement d∗ in Gs. Thus, the optimal policy of
initialization init() is
π∗i : minP∈P(Gs)
J(Gs,P). (6)
The basic idea of π∗i is to set up the initial route that incurs the
minimal expected interference given that no new nodes join Gs.
The calculation of J(Gs,P) will be shown shortly (Equation
8).
In Gs, suppose the currently used service path is P . When a
node fails or a new node is discovered, Gs will be changed into
G′s. The new path P ′ to be used in G′s is obtained by restore()
or adjust(), and the optimal policies are:
π∗r , π
∗
a : minP′∈P(G′s)
[i(nc(P,P ′)) + J(G′s,P ′)] , (7)
where nc(P,P ′) is the number of node substitutions from
the currently used path P in Gs to path P ′ in G′s. For
example, in Fig. 5(b), nc((A,B,C,R), (A,E, F,R)) = 2. π∗a
and π∗r reconstruct the service path by taking into account the
interference due to the path change and the result of the new
network.
The calculation of J(Gs,P) is based on dynamic program-
ming from the scenario of network Gs and initial path P without
new nodes discovered. That is,
J(Gs,P) =
∑
v∈Gs.V
p1(v) minP′∈P(Gs\v)
[
i(nc(P,P ′)) + J(Gs\v,P ′)
]
.
(8)
In Equation 8, p1(v) is the probability that node v fails first
among the nodes in Gs. Under our exponential distribution
assumption of node lifetime, we have
p1(v) =
rv∑
w∈Gs.V rw
, (9)
which is supported by the following basic lemma.
Lemma 1: In service network, n nodes are denoted as
v1, v2, . . . , vn. The lifetime of each node is exponentially dis-
tributed and the rate of vj is rj . Then, the probability that node
vl fails first among the n nodes is p1(vl) = rl/
∑n
j=1 rj ; more-
over, the probability of node failure sequence vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsn
is P (vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsn) =
∏n−1
k=1 (rsk/
∑n
l=k rsl).
Proof: For the first part, let us assume l equals 1 without
loss of generality. Because the first failure time T of any node in
{v2, . . . , vn} follows an exponential distribution with rate R =∑n
j=2 rj , pv1 is the probability that v1’s lifetime T1 is smaller
than T . Thus, p1(v1) =
∫∞
0
∫∞
T1
Rr1e
−(R+r1)T1T dTdT1 =
r1/(R + r1).
For the second part,
P (vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsn) = p1(vs1)P (vs2 , . . . , vsn)
=
rs1∑n
l=1 rl
P (vs2 , . . . , vsn)
= . . . =
n−1∏
k=1
(
rsk/
n∑
l=k
rsl
)
.
J(Gs,P) can be calculated in a recursive way using Equation
8. Basically, all failure sequences of nodes in Gs have to be
enumerated, which will result in huge amount of computing
overhead if the network size is large. In Section V, we will
show an approximate method.
In summary, we have the following result.
Lemma 2: The optimal solution of minimum interference
routing problem is given by Equations 6, 7 and 8.
C. Optimization Simplification in Special Cases
In some special cases, the MIR problem can be largely
simplified. We will show this by the following two lemmas.
The first lemma is about whether a service path needs change
proactively, if the nodes on the path do not fail.
Lemma 3: (Lazy-Adjust Strategy) If interference function
i(ns) is linear or concave, in order to achieve minimum inter-
ference routing, a service path is changed if and only if some
node on the path fails.
Proof: The ‘if’ part is obvious. We prove the ‘only if’ part
next, i.e., the service path remains the same on the discovery of
new nodes and the failures of nodes that are not on the service
path. We denote G0s as the original network and the service path
is P0. The series of service networks are G1s, G2s, . . . , GL−1s ,
when the service networks change but no node on P0 fails. GLs
is the first service network that a node on P0 fails.
We consider two strategies for designing routing policies: in
strategy A, the service path is adjusted according to Equation 7
whenever the service network changes and we get service paths
P l in network Gls (1 ≤ l ≤ L); in strategy B, service path
is lazily adjusted, that is, it is recomputed only in GLs and the
network changes in the middle are ignored. Let us compare the
service interference involved in these two strategies:
JA = min
P′∈P(GLs )
[
L−1∑
j=1
i(nc(Pj−1,Pj)) + i(nc(PL−1,P ′))
+J(GLs ,P ′)
]
≡ min
P′∈P(GLs )
[
fA(P ′)
]
, and
JB = min
P′∈P(GLs )
[
i(nc(P0,P ′)) + J(GLs ,P ′)
]
≡ min
P′∈P(GLs )
[
fB(P ′)
]
.
Because i(·) is a linear or concave function and
nc(P0,P ′) ≤
L−1∑
j=1
nc(Pj−1,Pj) + nc(PL−1,P ′),
we have fB(P ′) ≤ fA(P ′). Thus, JB ≤ JA. Since strategy B
is better than A, we proved this lemma.
By the lazy-adjust strategy, the unnecessary computation
in MIR can be avoided. Specifically, when the interference
8function is linear or concave, MIR will not be triggered to adjust
the service path until the currently used service path fails and
Πa control policy is thus not needed.
Lemma 4: In service network Gs(V,E), where V = ∪K+1j=1 Vj ,
if the delay requirement d∗ is large enough, MIR problem is
equivalent to the problem of the most reliable path routing, i.e.,
J(Gs,P∗) ≤ J(Gs,P), where P∗ is path (v1, v2, . . . , vK , R)
satisfying vl = argminv∈Vl rv; P is any other service path.
Proof: Because the delay requirement d∗ is large enough,
the nodes of different service components can be selected
independently in service routing and recovery. Thus, we only
need to show that, within nodes of one service component,
choosing the most reliable node leads to the least interference.
We will use induction to prove this fact as follows.
Without loss of generality, let’s focus on the first service
component V1 and suppose V1 = {v1, . . . , vL}, which means
the nodes in V1 can provide the same service. The failure rate
of vl is rl. Suppose r1 ≤ r2 . . . ≤ rL, without loss of generality.
When L = 2, the expected service interference is J(V1, v1) =
r1
r1+r2
i(1), if v1 is chosen; similarly, if v2 is chosen, J(V1, v2) =
r2
r1+r2
i(1). Because r1 ≤ r2, J(V1, v1) ≤ J(V1, v2). Next, let
us assume that when L ≤ n, we have J(V1, v1) ≤ J(V1, vl) for
any l ≤ L. When L = n + 1, we will prove that J(V1, v1) ≤
J(V1, vl), for any 1 < l ≤ L. Let R denote
∑L
j=1 rj . Based on
Equation 8 and the induction assumption, we have
J(V1, v1) =
r1
R
[i(1) + J(V1\v1, v2)] +
L∑
j=2
rj
R
J(V1\vj , v1) and
J(V1, vl) =
rl
R
[i(1) + J(V1\vl, v1)] +
∑
1≤j≤L
j =l
rj
R
J(V1\vj , vl).
Therefore,
J(V1, v1)− J(V1, vl) = r1 − rl
R
i(1)
+
r1
R
(J(V1\v1, v2)− J(V1\v1, vl))
+
∑
j =1,l
rj
R
(J(V1\vj , v1)− J(V1\vj , vl))
≤ 0.
The last inequality is due to the induction assumption and
r1 ≤ rl. Finally, we proved this lemma.
The intuition of Lemma 4 is that we choose the node
substitution sequence according to the failure sequence that
least likely happens. It is easy to obtain from Lemma 1 that
P (vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsn) is minimized when rs1 ≤ rs2 . . . ≤ rsn ,
which leads to fact that the maximum reliability routing is
equivalent to the minimum interference routing under the con-
dition that the delay requirement d∗ is relaxed.
V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS IN MIR
Two major computation overhead exist in the optimal MIR
solution in Section IV: calculating J(Gs,P) and searching
P(Gs). The first one requires to enumerate all node failure
sequences and the second one needs to search all paths in
service network. It is not surprising to see that, in order to
obtain the exact solutions, the computation complexity is an
exponential function of the network size. In this section, we
propose some heuristics within the framework of the optimal
MIR algorithms to solve the problem efficiently with satisfying
performance.
A. One-step Lookahead Estimation Jˆ(Gs,P)
J(Gs,P) is the minimum average interference in service
network Gs with P as the initial path. In order to avoid the
heavyweight computation of J(Gs,P), we define an alternate
metric Jˆ(Gs,P), the interference intensity I˜ measured in the
time period until the first failure of P happens. Specifically,
Jˆ(Gs,P) =
∑
v∈P
p1(v)i(nr(Gs, v,P)) 1E[T1(v)] , (10)
where nr(Gs, v,P) is the number of node substitutions resulted
by repairing node v in path P of network Gs. E[T1(v)] is the
expected time in which node v firstly fails.
E[T1(v)] = E[Tv|Tv ≤ Tj , j ∈ P]
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
tv
tvrvRe
−rvtv−Rt dtdtv/p1(v)
= 1/
∑
j∈P
rj ,
where R =
∑
j =v,j∈P rj and Tv is the lifetime of node v. By
inserting this result into Equation 10, we have
Jˆ(Gs,P) =
∑
v∈P
rvi(nr(Gs, v,P)). (11)
Intuitively, Jˆ estimates interference intensity by considering all
possible first failures in the service path. It is also called one-
step lookahead estimation of interference intensity.
To precisely calculate nr(Gs, v,P), we need to know the ex-
act recovery result for the failure of v. However, this information
is difficult to get, because the recovery policy itself recursively
depends on Jˆ . Thus, we assign nr(Gs, v,P) coarsely-grained
values, depending on if the local recovery is viable. If P can
be locally recovered, nr equals 1; otherwise, it is αK, where
K is the number of service components in the service path8.
For instance, in the example of Section IV-A and Fig. 5(b),
Jˆ(Gs, (A,B,C,R)) = 3r0i(1) and Jˆ(Gs, (G,H, I,R)) =
3r1i(3α). α is a number between 0 and 1. In this paper, we
find that [0.4, 0.6] is a good range for α in most cases, i.e., we
assume that in a global recovery, about half of the components
are substituted.
Based on Jˆ , the optimal initialization policy is the same
as in previous section, i.e., finding the path with the minimal
estimated interference intensity
π∗i : minP∈P(Gs)
Jˆ(Gs,P). (12)
The recovery and adjust policy have to be reformed by con-
sidering the interference intensity caused by the current path
change which is i (nc(P,P ′)) /E[T1(·)]. Thus, we have:
π∗r , π
∗
a : minP′∈P(G′s)
⎡
⎣i (nc(P,P ′)) ∑
j∈P′
rj + Jˆ(G′s,P ′)
⎤
⎦
.
(13)
8There are other treatments of nr . For example, we can separate the cases
in which nr equals 2 to make the granularity of nr(Gs, v,P) finer. We can
also define nr as the minimum number of substitutions to repair P in Gs. In
this paper, we only take the simplest approach to differentiate local recovery
and global recovery
9In summary, the time complexity in computing Jˆ is O(KΨ),
where K is the number of components in the service path and
Ψ is the number of redundant nodes for a component. Different
from the traditional reliability or delay metrics, Jˆ combines the
concepts of node reliability and local recovery together.
B. Routing Heuristics in MIR
Besides estimating interference intensity, we still need to
design efficient path selection and recovery algorithms in MIR.
A direct enumeration approach by searching through P(Gs)
has time complexity O(ΨK), which causes huge amount of
overhead in large service networks. In this section, we focus on
the heuristics to select service paths efficiently.
1) Service Path Initialization: Based on Equation 12, the
service path initialization problem is a delay constrained and
least Jˆ routing problem in a service network. In general, this is
a hard problem due to two independent routing metrics involved
(delay and interference metric). As a special case, when each
node can be recovered locally, the objective Jˆ(Gs,P) is simpli-
fied as i(1)
∑
j∈P rj , which makes this problem closely related
to the traditional problem of Delay Constrained and Least
Cost routing (DCLC problem) shown to be NP-hard in [12].
Specifically, by adding an auxiliary node va, connecting va to
all nodes in Gs.V1, and letting the failure rate and delay related
to va to be zero, the special case of service path initialization
problem is then equivalent to the DCLC problem in the obtained
network from va to the receiver.
Moreover, in calculating Jˆ(Gs,P), we have to decide if each
node in P can be recovered locally if it fails, which makes the
cost contributed by a node to Jˆ depend on other nodes in the
path. This fact invalidates the Markovian property assumed by
most routing algorithms and thus the problem becomes even
more difficult to solve. For example, in the service network
shown in Figure 5(b), the delay requirement is 4. Suppose all
links have delay 1 except dn(D,E) = 3, and all computation
delay is zero. In service path (A,B,C,R), the cost contributed
by B to Jˆ is rBi(1), because B can be locally repaired with
E. On the other hand, in service path (D,B,F,R), if B fails,
it can not just be substituted by E due to the violation of delay
requirement and thus the cost contributed by B is rBi(3). In the
above two service paths, B incurs different costs to Jˆ . While, in
terms of traditional routing metrics, a node usually contributes
the same amount of cost in all paths.
From the example in Section IV-A (Fig. 6), two factors are
important for solving the problem: node reliability and local
recovery. Based on this intuition, we propose a heuristic for
the service path initialization problem by solving a sequence of
DCLC problems. The basic idea is to first find the most reliable
path satisfying the delay requirement and then check if each
node can be locally recovered. After removing some nodes that
obstruct local recovery from the service network, we iterate the
previous process until satisfying service paths are found. The
nodes that have the largest delay on the service path are the
candidates to be removed. For convenience, we denote D(v,P)
as the delay contributed by node v in path P , which consists
of the computation delay of v and the network delay between
v and its previous and next nodes in P .
The detail algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. θ is in
(0, 1) to control the percentage of nodes that can not be locally
recovered. In this paper, we choose θ from [0, 2K ]. We use the
Lagrange relaxation method in [13] to solve the DCLC problem.
The algorithm terminates in at most (K−1)Ψ iterations. In each
iteration, solving DCLC problems dominates other computation.
In total, the time complexity is K2Ψ3 log3(KΨ2), if the method
in [13] is applied. In practice, K and Ψ are not large numbers.
Algorithm 1: Heuristic Algorithm for Delay Con-
strained and Least Jˆ Routing
input : Service Network Gs, Receiver vr, Delay
Constraint d∗
output: Service Path P0
G′s ← Gs;1
P0 ← null;2
nl ← K; //K – the length of the service path3
P ← DCLC(G′s, vr, d∗);4
while nlK > θ and P = null do5
if P0 = null or Jˆ(Gs,P0) > Jˆ(Gs,P) then6
P0 ← P;7
end8
Vd ← {v ∈ P|v has backup nodes in G′s};9
if Vd = ∅ then break;10
vd ← argmaxv∈Vd D(v,P);11
delete vd from G′s;12
P ← DCLC(G′s, vr, d∗);13
nl ← the number of nodes in P which can not be14
locally repaired in G′s;
end15
2) Service Path Recovery: When the service path P fails,
we need to find a new path P ′ in the updated service network
G′s. According to Equation 13, the objective of service path
recovery is to minimize the following formula by finding an
appropriate P ′ from P(G′s):
Jˆr(G
′
s,P,P ′) ≡
∑
v∈P′
rv[i
(
nc(P,P ′)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
+ i
(
nr(G
′
s, v,P ′)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
]. (14)
Our basic idea is as follows. We first assume that part (b) is
i(1), i.e, all nodes in the new path P ′ can be locally repaired,
and find routes only by part (a). Then, we perform iterative
optimization by removing the nodes that obstruct local recovery.
Especially, if i(·) is linear,
Jˆr(G
′
s,P,P ′) 
∑
v∈P′
rv
[
nc(P,P ′)i(1) + i(1)
]

∑
v∈P′
v/∈P
rvi(1)(K + 1) +
∑
v∈P′
v∈P
rvi(1). (15)
The last formula is obtained by using the failure rates of the
nodes off P to approximate the rates of nodes on P . This is
equivalent to scaling the failure rate of nodes off P by (K+1),
which makes the nodes on P more preferable to be used in the
new path, and then carrying on the DCLC routing.
The detailed process is described in Algorithm 2. Local
recovery is tried first, and then we apply the method similar
to Algorithm 1 but Jˆr is the optimization objective. The node
failure rates are adjusted to favor the nodes on the old service
path P according to Equation 15.
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Algorithm 2: Heuristic Algorithm for Service Path
Recovery
input : Updated Service Network Gs, Receiver vr,
Delay Constraint d∗, Service Path P with the
failed node vf
output: New Service Path Pn
Pn ← null;1
// Try to recover vf locally.
forall node v in Gs that can substitute vf and satisfy2
the delay constraint d∗ do
P ′ ← P\vf + v; // substitute vf with v in P .3
if Pn = null or Jˆr(Gs,P,P ′) < Jˆr(Gs,P,Pn)4
then
Pn ← P ′;5
end6
end7
if Pn = null then return;8
// Try to recover vf globally.
G′s ← Gs;9
forall v ∈ P⋂G′s do G′s.rv ← G′s.rv/(K + 1);10
nl ← K;11
P ′ ← DCLC(G′s, vr, d∗);12
while nlK > θ and P ′ = null do13
if Pn = null or Jˆr(Gs,P,P ′) < Jˆr(Gs,P,Pn)14
then
Pn ← P ′;15
end16
Vd ← {v ∈ P ′|v has backup nodes in G′s};17
if Vd = ∅ then break;18
vd ← argmaxv∈Vd D(v,P ′);19
delete vd from G′s;20
P ′ ← DCLC(G′s, vr, d∗);21
nl ← the number of nodes in P ′ which can not be22
locally repaired in G′s;
end23
VI. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we validate our MIR heuristic algorithms
and their performance by comparing them with the traditional
routing based on reliability and delay QoS metrics. The heuristic
algorithms presented in Section V are implemented. For conve-
nience, we refer to the optimal routing policy using the one-step
lookahead estimation (i.e., Equations 12 and 13) as HMIR-I;
the routing policy based on Algorithms 1 and 2 as HMIR-
II. The routing policies that are used for comparison in our
simulations are: (1) minDelay – the path with the minimum
delay is used as the service path; (2) maxReliability – the most
reliable path is chosen in service composition. For fairness, in
the process of service path recovery, all four policies try to
recover the failed path locally and then invoke the global path
recovery. Please notice that HMIR-I and maxReliability use the
exhaustive path enumeration to find the best path according to
their own optimization objectives. HMIR-II uses the method
based on Lagrange relaxation to solve a sequence of DCLC
problems; minDelay uses method based on Dijkstra’s shortest
path routing algorithm.
Our simulation is based on two IP networks: WM40 and
WM80 that have 40 and 80 nodes, respectively. The network
topologies are generated by using BRITE topology generator
[14] under Waxman model and the ratio between the number
of edges to the number of nodes is two. The link delay and
computation delay are randomly generated from [0.01, 0.1] sec-
onds. At the IP level, all routes between nodes are determined
by shortest hop-count routing. The failure rates of nodes are
taken from [0.01, 0.04] randomly; the node recovery rate is
from [0.02, 0.08]. Only the alive nodes can be used to in the
composite services.
We do not simulate the application layer, and mainly focus
on the performance of the MIR layer. Every node in networks
is randomly assigned a service type from 1, 2, . . . ,K. A service
path can be composed by sequentially connecting the nodes, one
from each service type, and finally connecting to the receiver. In
our experiment, the service discovery process scans the network
randomly, until the required service components are found. That
is, all unknown nodes are discovered with the same probability
if they are needed.
Our major purpose of the experiment is to test the perfor-
mance of various service routing policies, with respective to
service interference intensity. For any sequence of node failures
and recoveries, all four policies (HMIR-I, HMIR-II, minDelay,
and maxReliability) are executed in parallel and independently,
the incurred service interference and the lifetime of composite
services are recorded, and final the interference intensity I˜ is
computed according to Equation 1. In WM40, every node has
a chance to be a receiver; in WM80, 40 nodes are selected
randomly to be receivers. For each receiver, 150 iterations
are simulated. In each iteration, the simulation stops in 3600
seconds or until no service path satisfies the delay constraint.
The average interference intensity is calculated based on all
iterations and all receivers. The result is used as the metric
to evaluate the performance of routing in service composition
regarding to service interference.
In the following text, we will discuss five scenarios to un-
derstand the performance and the applicability of our proposed
algorithms. Please notice that all values of interference intensity
shown as follows are average values.
A. Impact of Delay Requirement
We first study the interference intensity incurred by different
policies with respect to various delay requirements in service
composition. The results are shown in Fig. 7. In network WM40,
all nodes participate in the service network and i(ns) = ns.
It is not surprising to see that HMIR-I and HMIR-II, which
use service interference as the minimization objective, perform
better than the other two policies, especially when the delay
requirement d∗ is relatively small. When d∗ is large, the
performance of maxReliability catches up. This also confirms
our Lemma 4, i.e., the most reliable path routing is the optimal
routing policy when d∗ is large enough. Thus, our minimum
interference routing algorithms are especially useful when the
delay requirement is not very large.
Moreover, HMIR-I that searches paths exhaustively just per-
forms a little better than HMIR-II. This result demonstrates that
our heuristic algorithms based on solving DCLC problems can
achieve satisfying performance but is much more efficient than
the exhaustive search in large service networks.
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Fig. 7. Average I˜ in Network WM40 (K=6).
i(ns) = ns.
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Fig. 9. Average I˜ in Network WM80 (K=8,
Ψ = 5). i(ns) = ns.
B. Impact of Length of Service Path
We demonstrate the impact of the length of service path
(K) is Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In network WM80, two types of
service paths are tested, which have 4 and 8 components on
the paths, respectively. The improvement of our MIR heuristic
algorithms over other policies is more prominent when the
service path is longer (in Fig. 9). If a composite service uses
more components, the service path more likely fails because of
more unreliable components. Thus, the interference intensity is
higher. It is crucial to arrange the path recovery appropriately for
long service paths, such that the interference can be decreased.
It also interesting to notice that when the service path is
long, the delay of the service path plays an important role for
decreasing inteference. In Fig. 9, the performance of minDelay
actually exceeds maxReliability, when d∗ is small. While,
HMIR-I and HMIR-II always performs the best among the four.
C. Impact of System Dynamics
Intuitively, if service networks are more dynamic, i.e., nodes
join and leave the networks more frequently, service interference
intensity increases and our MIR policies should perform much
better than other two routing policies which do not explicitly
encourage local recovery. These facts are confirmed in Fig. 10
of the simulation in network WM80. As the average failure
rate of node increases, the performance gaps between different
routing polices become larger.
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Fig. 10. Average I˜ in WM80. i(ns) = ns/K, K = 6, d∗ = 0.9 and Ψ = 5.
D. Impact of i(·) function
The interference function i(ns) may take different forms
and the shapes of the functions can influence the performance
of MIR. Fig. 11 shows various interference functions and the
related service interference intensity of the four routing policies.
In network WM80, we tested several interference functions
in the form of i(ns) =
(
ns
K
)c
, where service path length K
equals 6 and c is a positive number. These functions are drawn
in Fig. 11(a). c means the concavity factor of the interference
function. When c ∈ (0, 1), we have concave curves; when
c > 1, i(ns) is convex; if c = 1, the interference function
is linear. According to these functions, the performance of the
four routing policies is pictured in Fig. 11(b). In the region of
convex interference functions (i.e., end users are of impatient
type), HMIR-I and HMIR-II perform much better than the other
two polices, when compared with the results in the concave
region. We can see this more clearly in Fig. 11(c), where the
normalized interference intensity is displayed. Specifically, the
I˜’s from minDelay, maxReliability and HMIR-II are divided by
the result from HMIR-I.
We explain the influence of the shapes of interference func-
tions as follows. If convex interference functions are used,
local recovery incurs much less interference penalty than global
recovery due to the convex shape. Our MIR heuristic algorithms
aggressively encourage local recovery and thus obtains much
less I˜ than the other policies. On the other hand, in the
concave region, the benefits of local recovery are not significant
especially for small c, and the advantage of HMIR-I and HMIR-
II is not very prominent. However, we still believe there is room
for improvement for small c and this will be our future research.
E. Other Distributions of Node Lifetime
In this paper, our theory and algorithms are developed based
on an assumption that the events of node failures and recoveries
follow Poisson process, i.e., the lifetime and the recovery
time of a node are independently and exponentially distributed.
However, because our MIR heuristic algorithms (HMIR-I and
HMIR-II) mainly take advantages of local recovery, they can
still be robustly applied into the scenarios of non-exponential
distributions with satisfactory performance.
We tested the four polices in two other distributions: uniform
and Weibull distributions. In the uniform distribution, the node
lifetime is randomly generated from interval [ 1rv (1−a), 1rv (1+
a)], where rv is failure rate of node v and a is a number between
0 and 1. In Weibull distribution, the node lifetime is generated
according to CDF, F (t) = 1 − ervta , where a is the shape
parameter and a > 0. When a = 1, it becomes the exponential
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Fig. 11. Impact of the shapes of the interference function i(ns).
distribution. The normalized interference intensity of these four
routing policies is shown in Fig. 12. Again, we use the results
from HMIR-I to normalize the results of the other three polices.
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Fig. 12. Performance of MIR in non-exponential distributions of node lifetime.
Normalized I˜ in WM80. K = 6, d∗ = 0.9, and Ψ = 5.
From the figure, we can conclude that HMIR-I and HMIR-
II have similar performance; other two polices is at least 20%
worse than them.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have systematically studied the interference
to end users in service composition and designed the routing
and recovery polices for decreasing this interference. We take
model-based approach to quantify the interference and develop
optimal and heuristic solutions for the minimum interference
service composition problem based on the dynamic program-
ming optimization framework. Our model and algorithms can
achieve much less interference to end users than the traditional
methods, especially in the scenarios of stringent QoS require-
ment, highly dynamic networks, or the type of impatient users.
In the future work, we will further improve the performance
of our heuristics for MIR. Especially, we will consider to deploy
our policies in a distributed fashion. The adjustment policy Πa
in MIR is not studied in great detail in this paper and we
are going to investigate its applicability to convex interference
functions in the future.
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